
The FYB Folder Template Creator provides systems 
administrators with an intuitive interface to design and 
build folder structures that can be generated by end 
users through the click of a button in Micro Focus’ 
Content Manager

Automate consistent and compliant single and multi-level folder 
structures, saving users time 

Provide a customised view to folders regardless of where they are stored 
within the business classi�cation scheme, providing a meaningful view 
to the information, automating folder naming conventions and making 
it easier for your users to save and retrieve information 

Ensure security on folders is automatically set to meet the needs of the 
business, mitigating risk associated with inappropriate exposure of 
con�dential information 

Structures information in a way that makes sense to users, thereby 
increasing system uptake 

Using the FYB Folder Template Creator will provide the following bene�ts:



Delivering the best Information Governance, 
Systems and Solutions to our customers

Version 2.3.X Features
Intuitive interface for folder template building, no programming or coding skills required 

Automatically create single and multi-level folder structures

Ability to use single or multiple record types

Ability to customise titles, security and classi�cation 

Ability to carry the title from the top-level folder, down to lower level folders

Ability to alternatively contain folders

Deploy templates quickly and easily to Content Manager

Unused folder templates can be easily disabled or archived

Micro Focus Content Manager 9.4.x, 10.x

Please refer to the FYB Folder Template Creator page on our website for a detailed list of 
prerequisites

Prerequisites

Subscription pricing

See how the Folder Template Creator can improve the uptake of Content Manager across your 
organisation by making it more intuitive for your users.  Contact us today to organise a 
demonstration and subscription pricing.

Terms and Conditions
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Available Metadata Properties

Supports Additional Fields

Supports Multiple Structures Per Record Type

Supports Templating from Documents

Set Access Controls

Set Security Caveats/Levels

All 3


